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BOX LOTS 
1 Figurines, Cherished Teddies, 
etc.  

2 Glass punchbowl set in stand  

3 Two boxes Vortex phone covers 
and doorknob sets new in packaging  

4 Action figures, iron ware, H.O. 
train items, Xbox 360, etc.  

5 Exxon and Hess trucks in boxes, 
collector dolls, etc.  

6 Lenox lady figurines with boxes  

7 Lot of dolls, some in boxes  

8 Hats, music CDs, crown, French 
telephone, wind catcher, WWII navy 
uniform, etc.  

9 Two suitcases on casters  

10 Iron garden plant stand  

11 Camo kids tent  

12 Large lot of horse tack, brushes, 
fleece pieces, etc.  

13 Glassware, framed picture, 
figurines, etc.  

14 Lot of party supplies, hair 
extensions, toys, etc.  

15 Wine and liquor bottles, etc.  

16 Lot of assorted dolls  

17 Large lot of Hot Wheels in 
original packaging, etc.  

18 Lot of photo albums in original 
boxes  

19 Box of toy military vehicles  

20 Two dolls  

21 Sports pictures, metal fittings, 
The Three Stooges beer, car jacks, etc.  

22 Wood cased wall clock, vintage 
scrap books, Barbies, etc.  

23 Vintage child's rocking toy  



24 Men's clothing, some new with 
tags  

25 Figurines, glassware, Hummel 
book and plates, dolls, etc.  

26 Bumper stickers, Hull art pottery, 
dolls, scrap books, etc.  

27 Figurines, two plastic cases, 
housewares, etc.  

28 Lot of photo albums in original 
boxes  

29 Hummel bowl, glass barware, 
giftware, collector plates, etc.  

30 Collector dolls, giftware, Lenox, 
etc.  

30A Hummel dolls in plastic cases  

31 Teapots, toleware box, pair of 
parrot figures, chalk bust, jardinere, etc.  

32 Box of straw hats  

33 Teapots, sad iron, ceramics, etc.  

34 Teapots, Murano glass bird, 
Chinese ceramic candlesticks, etc.  

35 Kitchenwares, pots and pans  

36 Scale model cars, most in original 
packaging  

37 Four boxes of doll clothing  

38 Two electrified oil lamps  

39 Silver plate, dinnerware set, etc.  

40 Hot Wheels cars in packaging  

41 Lot of Christmas ornaments, etc.  

42 Glassware, kitchenwares, 
Orrefors bowl, brass, Lenox, Belleek, 
etc.  

43 Holiday decorations, framed 
pictures, sewing notions, etc.  

44 Antique Underwood typewriter, 
books  

45 Crystal barwar, cut to clear, 
covered dresser boxes, etc.  

46 Little Kiddles dollhouse, sports 
pictures, vintage dolls, Carnival glass, 
etc.  

47 Vintage dolls, etc.  

48 Scale model cars, most in original 
packaging  

49 Scale model cars, most in original 
packaging  

50 Box of vintage books  

51 Lot of collector dolls  

52 Lot of Lenox tableware  

53 German canister set and two Bell 
Tel insulator paperweights  

54 Collector plates, glassware, 
Lenox giftware, Hummel tableware, etc.  

55 Set of collector dolls in boxes  

56 Collector dolls in boxes  

57 Collector dolls, figurines, etc.  

58 Collector dolls, etc.  

59 Games, etc.  

60 Pair of metal floor candlestands, 
metal wall art, etc.  

61 Two framed pictures  

62 Scale model vehicles in original 
packaging  

63 Scale model vehicles in original 
packaging  

64 Cameras, electronics, etc.  

65 Lot of hats  



66 Knickknacks, hand tools, glass 
lamp, etc.  

67 Antique Identification books, plate 
stands, sheet set, etc.  

68 Kenwood tape deck  

69 Hot Wheels track set, garden 
cart, patio umbrella, grinder, etc.  

70 Lenox tableware, picture frames, 
crucifixes, etc.  

71 Framed Nascar pictures, largest 
one with c.o.a.  

72 Plates, serving bowls, doll 
furniture, figurines, wicker trash can, etc.  

GALLERY 

101 Box of football and basketball 
stars  

102 Box of 1970's basketball cards  

103 Four autographed Phila. Flyers 
hockey pucks  

104 Binder of Garbage Pail Kid cards, 
Superman and Batman cards  

105 Book Dated 1905 "Le Cantique 
De L'aile" with illustrations. 1/4 leather 
bound. Marbleized boards  

106 Two volume set dated 1845." 
Guerra Americana" 1/4 leather bound. 
Marbleized boards  

107 Box of postcards etc.  

108 Omitted  

109 Topps 1960's large baseball 
cards  

110 Mickey Mantle model baseball 
glove  

111 Sheets of baseball stars  

112 Box of basketball cards  

113 Binder of 1970's hockey cards  

114 Coin tubes  

115 Omitted  

116 Compo Shirley Temple doll. Ideal 
Corp. Inc.  

117 Japanese Geisha girl in display 
case  

118 Japanese bride and groom on 
stands  

119 Four 1964 silver Kennedy half 
dollars  

120 Three Franklin and two Walking 
Liberty half dollars  

121 Two barber quarters, three 
Mercury dimes, one Barber dime, one 
silver Roosevelt dime and a Buffalo 
nickel  

122 Five Walking Liberty half dollars  

123 1881 Morgan silver dollar  

124 1924 Peace silver dollar  

125 Fifteen Buffalo nickels  

126 Fifteen Buffalo nickels  

127 Lot of V, Buffalo, Jefferson 
nickels  

128 Large lot of Wheat cents  

129 1990 Unc. Bank Set, three Susan 
B. Anthony dollars, 2008 Bald Eagle half 
dollar  

130 Foreign coins, wooden nickels 
etc.  

131 Ten $1.00 Silver certificates  

132 Three reproduction German lapel 
pins  

133 Lot of Wheat cents  



134 Box of foreign coins  

135 Box of pennies from Great Britain  

136 Box of foreign coins  

137 Box of pennies from Great Britain  

138 Lot of V-nickels  

139 Lot of Lincoln cents. Including 
proof  

140 Eleven 1976 S proof Kennedy 
half dollars  

141 Eleven 1976 S proof Kennedy 
half dollars  

142 Eleven 1976 S and 77 S proof 
Kennedy half dollars  

143 Six 40% silver Kennedy half 
dollars  

144 Six 40% silver Kennedy half 
dollars  

145 Three binders of railroad pictures 
and advertisements  

146 Binder of foreign stamps  

147 Binder of foreign stamps  

148 Radio controlled missile boat in 
box  

149 Box of comics. Wonder Woman 
etc.  

150 Box of comics.  Knightfall etc.  

151 Box of comics. Ghost Rider etc.  

152 Box of comics. X-Men etc.  

153 Box of comics. Spiderman etc.  

154 Box of comics. Hulk etc.  

155 Lot of comics and price guides. 
SGT. Fury etc.  

156 Baseball stars  

157 Box of comics. Robin, etc.  

158 Six racing car models. Revell etc.  

159 Box of comics. Thunder Strike 
etc.  

160 Box of comics. Batman etc.  

161 Box of comics. Superman etc.  

162 Foreign paper money  

163 Buffalo nickel lot  

164 Buffalo nickel lot  

165 $2.00 face value Mercury dimes  

166 $2.00 face value Mercury dimes  

167 $2.00 face value Mercury dimes  

168 $2.00 face value Mercury dimes  

168A $2.00 face value Mercury dimes  

169 $2.00 face value Mercury dimes  

170 $2.00 face value Mercury dimes  

171 $2.00 face value Mercury dimes  

172 $2.00 face value Mercury dimes  

173 $2.00 face value Mercury dimes  

174 $2.00 face value Mercury dimes  

175 $2.00 face value Mercury dimes  

176 $2.00 face value Mercury dimes  

177 $2.10 face value Mercury dimes  

178 Five Franklin half dollars  

179 Five Franklin half dollars  

180 Five Walking Liberty half dollars  

181 Two sterling silver medallions 
from Longines Wittnauer 2.230 troy oz.  

182 $3.00 face value silver 
Washington quarters  



183 $2.25 face value silver 
Washington quarters  

184 $3.00 face value silver Roosevelt 
dimes  

185 $2.00 face value Washington and 
Liberty quarters  

186 $2.00 face value silver Roosevelt 
dimes  

187 $2.00 face value silver Roosevelt 
dimes  

188 1924 Peace dollar  

189 1924 Peace dollar  

190 1923 Peace dollar  

191 1923 Peace dollar  

192 1923 Peace dollar  

193 1923 D Peace dollar  

194 1922 Peace dollar  

195 1924 Peace dollar  

196 1925 Peace dollar  

197 1926 Peace dollar  

198 1921 Morgan dollar  

199 1921 Morgan dollar  

200 1921 Morgan dollar  

201 1921 S Morgan dollar  

202 1921 S Morgan dollar  

203 1879 Morgan dollar  

204 2002 one oz. Silver American 
Eagle   

205 $3.00 face value silver 1964 
Kennedy half dollars  

206 $3.00 face value silver 1964 
Kennedy half dollars  

207 $3.00 face value silver 1964 
Kennedy half dollars  

208 $2.00 face value silver 1964 
Kennedy half dollars  

209 $2.00 face value. Three 1964 
Kennedy halves and one Franklin half  

210 Five Madame Alexander dolls, 
four in boxes  

211 Five Madame Alexander dolls, 
four in boxes  

212 Six Madame Alexander dolls, two 
in boxes  

213 One box-Lighter, adv. Tin, Berlin 
travel alarm clock, padlock, buttons, etc.  

214 Danbury Falls water globe in box  

215 Four Byer's Choice figures with 
boxes  

216 Seven Byer's Choice figures with 
Four boxes  

217 Four Byer's Choice figures, fruit 
cart and easel with three boxes  

218 Carved pipe, figurines, etc.  

219 Two trays of miniature dresser 
boxes including Russian lacquer, 
cloisonne, etc.  

220 Hummel figurine with box "A 
Letter to Santa Claus"  

221 Tray of miniature dresser boxes, 
some inlaid  

222 Baccarat crystal bowl, Orrefors 
crystal bowl, and a Tiffany crystal apple 
paperweight  

223 One tray-crystal and art glass 
perfumes, most signed, art glass 
paperweight signed and an art glass 
vase  



224 Carved ivory dragon on wooden 
base  

225 Carved ivory Chinese junk on 
wooden base  

226 Two carved ivory pagoda towers 
(slight loss)  

227 Carved ivory lion on wooden 
base  

228 I\Decorated ivory and enamel 
Chinese opium pipe, late 19th C., with 
early staple repairs  

229 Two double Lladro figurines  

230 Two Lladro figurines  

231 Tray of dresser boxes, Harmony 
Kingdom boxes, etc.  

232 Three art glass paperweights, 
one with partial Murano label  

233 Two carved ivory figures  

234 Boehm porcelain bird figurine 
"Mearn's Quails"  

235 Three Lenox vases and a pair of 
Lenox candlesticks  

236 MMA amethyst glass vase and a 
studio art glass vase signed D. Sheridan  

237 Seated doll figurine made in Italy  

238 Satsuma Meiji period scalloped 
Charger, Shimazu motif with heavy gilt. 
Immortals/thousand faces w/ dragon 
design, two areas of loss on rim  

239 WWI window flag and AT&T 
return envelope and Hawkins Street 
School group photo  

240 Art pottery bowl signed Jervis  

241 Tray of assorted cat figurines, 
etc.  

242 Set of five Boehm porcelain 
Ballet Collection figurines (complete set) 
"The Cinderella Ballet Sculpture 
Collection" with boxes and certificates  

243 Waterford crystal serving bowl  

244 Set of cobalt glass stemware in 
three sizes, service for 6  

245 Japanese Satsuma dragonware 
dessert set  

246 Three cut glass serving pieces 
and a Waterford? Crystal pitcher  

247 Victorian castor set  

248 Pair of Continental figural stands, 
one with loss  

249 Lot of cut glass serving pieces  

250 Lot of cut glass serving pieces  

251 Set of Lenox Liberty dinnerware 
service for 12 with serving pieces  

252 Set of Lenox Charleston 
dinnerware service for 4  

253 Set of Oneida silver plated 
flatware with additional serving pieces in 
a square serving bowl  

254 Set of six sterling silver liquors 
2.970 ozt.  

255 Lot of sterling handled cake 
cutters  

256 Sterling silver salt and pepper 
shakers 5.200 ozt. And a crystal serving 
bowl with sterling base  

257 Sterling baby mug 4.110 ozt.  

258 English sterling pepper mill, 
Tiffany & Co. sterling miniature canoe, 
and a sterling tea strainer 1.905 ozt.  

259 Kiddush cup, tests silver 2.820 
ozt.  



260 Gorham sterling baby mug 2.105  

261 Pair of English silver plated triple 
candle holders  

262 Sterling cup with gold wash 
interior 2.340 ozt.  

263 Tiffany & Co. sterling spoon with 
baseball theme .980 ozt, with box and 
felt bag  

264 Two Tiffany & Co. sterling silver 
"Man in the Moon" baby rattles 2.030 
ozt. with felt bag and box  

265 Tray of sterling flatware 4.995 
ozt.  

266 Sterling handled letter opener 
and a sterling or coin silver spoon .670 
ozt.  

267 Tray of sterling including open 
salt with tongs, clam shell dish and a 
snuff box 3.120 ozt.  

268 Tray of salt shakers 2.665 ozt.  

269 Tray of eight sterling handled 
dinner knives  

270 Set of six sterling silver salad 
forks 6.060 ozt.  

271 Four German 800 silver flatware 
pieces   

272 Two trays of assorted sterling 
silver 2.575 ozt.  

273 Tray of sterling and sterling 
handled flatware 3.520 ozt. on 
weighable only  

274 Tray of sterling silver and sterling 
handled flatware 2.730 ozt on weighable 
only  

275 Tray of sterling collector spoons 
5.250 ozt. and other misc. flatware   

276 Tray of sterling handled flatware 
and two coin silver serving spoons 
2.855 ozt.  

277 Pair of sterling salt and pepper 
shakers (not able to weigh because of 
contents) and a sterling footed bowl 
3.385 ozt.  

278 Tiffany & Co. sterling handled 
cake cutter and sterling handled butter 
or cheese knife with box  

278A Chalcedony CZs and sterling ring 
13.3 grams size 9, diamond and sterling 
ring 3.0 grams size 7, sterling locket and 
pearl bracelet, and a gold over sterling 
ring 7.6 grams size 7  

278B Crystal paperweight and Stella & 
Dot sunglasses in case  

278C Box of assorted jewelry, some 
signed  

279 Two jewel boxes  

280 Box of costume jewelry, 
gemstones, etc.  

281 Tray of assorted rings, some 
sterling  

282 Two trays-watches, watch parts, 
etc.  

283 Tray of costume jewelry some 
signed  

284 Box of costume jewelry some 
signed  

285 Tray of costume jewelry some 
signed  

286 Box of wristwatches and a 
sterling bracelet  

287 Box of costume jewelry some 
signed  

288 Six David Jordan wristwatches in 
boxes  



289 Box of costume jewelry including 
cloisonne, Honora, etc.  

290 Box of assorted wristwatches in 
original boxes  

291 Tray of costume jewelry some 
signed  

292 Box of costume jewelry including 
cloisonne, etc.  

293 Three sterling rings, one with 
diamonds  

294 Box of jewelry, some sterling  

295 Four wristwatches  

296 Three pairs of hoop earrings, at 
least one pair is sterling  

297 Two sterling rings with stones 
21.5 grams  

298 Tray of sterling jewelry 56.4 
grams  

299 Tray of costume brooches, some 
signed  

300 Sterling and marcasite bracelet 
and an 18K and bronze bracelet made 
in Italy  

301 Sterling ring with 1 ct blue and 
white diamonds, 8.3 grams size 6  

302 Diamond and sterling wedding 
set 7.1 grams  

303 Pair of larimar blue topaz and 
sterling drop earrings 19.2 grams  

304 Two pairs of inside out hoop 
earrings, one is opal blue topaz and 
sterling 10.4 grams, and one pair is 
emerald and sterling 9.5 grams  

305 Blue and white diamonds and 
sterling hoop earrings 4.1 grams, and a 
matching blue and white diamonds and 
sterling ring 3.4 grams size 8  

306 Diamond and sterling heart ring 
3.2 grams size 7, and two sterling 
eternity bands 3.2 grams  

307 Chalcedony and sterling ring 8.6 
grams size 8 and a larimar and sterling 
seahorse pendant on chain 6.8 grams  

308 Blue and white diamonds and 
sterling ring 4.4 grams size 8  

309 Pair of diamonds and gold over 
sterling earrings 3.5 grams, and a fancy 
cut yellow/green stone and sterling ring 
11.3 grams size 7  

310 Ruby and sterling ring 2.5 grams 
size 8  

311 CZs and sterling wedding set 4.2 
grams size 7, and a one diamond and 
sterling USA bow ring 4.3 grams size 6  

312 Three sterling necklaces with 
gemstones  

313 Five pearl and sterling necklaces 
and a sterling and fresh water pearl 
Breast Cancer Awareness necklace  

314 Two sterling necklaces one with 
pendant 47.3 grams  

315 Three piece Native American 
sterling pin and earring set signed Zina 
53.8 grams, and an additional pin  

316 Christian Dior and Boucher 
signed costume jewelry  

317 Omega automatic De Ville 
wristwatch  

318 Pearl necklace and bracelet set 
with 14k clasps  

319 Sterling and marcasite bracelet 
16.5 grams  

320 Sterling bracelet with polished 
stones  

321 Sterling and plastic bracelet  



322 Tray of assorted sterling jewelry   

323 Two sterling brooches with 
stones  

324 14k and polished stone bracelet 
with hardstone pendant  

325 14k gold necklace and golf motif 
pendant 12.0 grams  

326 10k necklace and pendant with 
faceted stone 2.0 grams  

327 14k gold and CZ ring size 5 1/2, 
4.3 grams  

328 14k gold bracelet with colored 
stones 5.9 grams  

329 14k rose gold necklace 4.9 grams  

330 10k white gold ring with London 
blue stone and diamonds? 5.1 grams 
Size 4 1/2   

331 14k necklace 1.7 grams  

332 14k gold and yellow stones ring 
3.3 grams size 6  

333 14k gold necklace with blue heart 
shaped pendant 1.7 grams  

334 14k gold bracelet with garnets 7.5 
grams  

335 14k gold ring with two opals 3.7 
grams size 6  

336 Pair of 14k gold hoop earrings .9 
grams  

337 14k gold heart ring 1.8 grams  

338 14k gold, rubies and diamonds 
ring 3.1 grams size 5  

339 14k gold ring with pink stone and 
diamonds? 3.5 grams size 6  

340 14k gold ring with stones possibly 
diamonds 2.1 grams, size 5 1/4  

341 14k white gold ring with colored 
stones 5.0 grams size 5 1/2  

342 14k gold ring with opal 2.0 grams 
size 6  

343 14k gold necklace 15 grams  

344 Carved shell cameo 12k gold 
bezel, 6.2 grams  

345 Two ivory and sterling elephant 
head pendants and a sterling and 
marcasite ring with blue stone   

346 Pair of pearl and 14k gold stud 
earrings and a 14k gold and two pearl 
ring 4.3 grams  

347 Pair of 14k gold and pearls flower 
earrings   

348 10k gold and diamonds? Pendant 
1.6 grams  

349 Pair of 14k and opal stud earrings 
1.2 grams  

350 Pair of 14k gold and turquoise 
stud earrings 1.4 grams  

351 14k gold, emerald and 
diamonds? ring 2.5 grams size 6  

352 14k gold and amethyst ring 3.5 
grams size 6 1/2  

353 Two sterling and diamonds 
pendants  

354 14k gold hoop earring 3.2 grams  

355 Tiger eye and quartz dresser box  

356 Box of jewelry some signed  

357 Box of assorted costume jewelry, 
etc.  

358 Box of assorted costume jewelry, 
etc.  

359 Vintage child's clothing  



360 Hand stitched patchwork quilt  

361 Watch parts in metal cabinet  

362 Three necklaces   

363 Jewelry box with jewelry  

364 Cast iron Teck 1  

365 Wm. Ainsworth & Sons, Inc. 
antique pharmacy balance scale  

366 English saddle  

367 Military items, ice picks, scribe, 
Boy Scout belt etc.  

368 Framed Miller Lite advertising 
piece  

369 English saddle  

370 Western saddle  

371 English saddle  

372 Antique gas lantern  

373 Antique toss game etc.  

374 Leather covered horse  

375 Two cast iron Book of Knowledge 
mechanical banks  

376 Bronze otter with base  

377 Lot of horse tack  

378 Three porcelain covered Bell 
Telephone signs  

379 Minolta XG-M 35MM camera. 
Promaster lens. Promaster Spectrum 
lens  

380 Violin in case. Jo. Bapt. 
Schweitzer, Wilhelm Fredel, Dresden 
1873 paper label  

381 Inlaid Victorian lap desk  

382 Decorative casket box  

383 Three butterfly wing and reverse 
painted on glass pictures and tray. From 
Rio De Janeiro  

384 WW II aircraft items  

385 Mod contemporary phone and a 
phone cover  

386 Jointed wooden rooster figurine, 
carved mask and a carved woman 
figure  

387 Franz H mantle clock  

388 Bell System first aid kit and misc. 
first aid kit  

389 Early fishing basket  

390 Bayonet and sheath  

391 Semi automatic paint ball gun  

392 Brass telephone sign  

393 Pair painted glazed tiles  

394 Tole spice tin  

395 Brass Seth Thomas ships clock  

396 Knights of Templar sword  

397 Cast iron turtle candle holder  

398 Mid C wall telephone and early 
black rotary dial telephone  

399 Four graduated brass weights  

400 Lot of cameras and camera 
equipment  

401 Cast iron cherub finial, decorative 
metal bucket in iron stand and cast iron 
fish  

402 Early bayonet with leather sheath  

403 Two decorative pottery planters, 
monkey and wooden duck bookends  

404 Four Genesee advertising signs. 
One lighted  



405 Pair of bone ? Covered jars  

406 Bronze tata with serpent handles 
and a bronze handle center bowl  

407 Cast iron framed beveled dresser 
mirror  

408 Binoculars and field glasses  

409 Burled covered box and a 
humidor  

410 Lot of fishing rods and reels  

411 Decorative handled center bowl  

412 Radio Junior postcard projector  

413 Balance scale with decorative 
eggs  

414 Bronze and coral sculpture 
signed and dated on bottom  

415 Lot of sketches on tissue paper, 
notes, etc. by  Davis Meltzer, from The 
Estate of Davis Meltzer  

416 Lot of sketches on tissue paper, 
notes, reproductions, etc. by  Davis 
Meltzer, from The Estate of Davis 
Meltzer  

417 Lot of graphite sketches, 
unframed, some unfinished gouache 
paintings, notes, etc. by Davis Meltzer 
from The Estate of Davis Meltzer  

418 Six gouache paintings on board 
by Davis Meltzer from The Estate of 
Davis Meltzer (one is incomplete)  

419 Lot of sketches on tissue paper, 
reproductions, etc. by Davis Meltzer 
from The state of Davis Meltzer  

420 Lot of unframed reproduction 
posters  

421 Miller Light framed mirror  

422 Two framed small oils on board 
and a framed collage of flowers  

423 Two reproduction Claude Monet 
paintings  

424 Framed o/b painting on shutters 
signed Deborah Good  

425 Framed painting on mirrored 
window signed Susan Gates  

426 Framed impasto painted o/c 
signed (illegible) and a painting on cloth 
of Balinese dancers  

427 Framed o/c of a seated Jew 
reading signed K. (Konstantin) 
Szewczenko  

428 Framed Outer Banks poster on 
board  

429 Framed acrylic on board "2 
O'Clock Creek Bridge Kootenay Ridge" 
signed E. Tweedy  

430 Framed o/b floral still life  

431 Framed engraving "Only a 
Shower"  

432 Framed o/c landscape signed 
(illegible)  

433 Pair of miniature enamels on 
copper signed Lucey  

434 Framed o/c winter landscape with 
figures and cows (some loss  

435 Two picture frames with glass  

436 Framed engraving on resin of a 
clipper ship at sea  

437 Pair of framed landscapes 
summer and winter  

438 Framed silkscreen pencil signed 
and numbered and a framed w/c on rice 
paper by Thai  

439 Two framed screen prints, both 
signed   



440 Two framed silkscreens, both 
pencil signed  

441 Two matted Japanese wood 
blocks  

442 Framed etching "Rib Ticklers 
"pencil signed M. K. Howe '87 and 
numbered  

443 Framed Judaica etching pencil 
Elias M. Grossman, and a framed print 
signed Hankins  

444 Framed colored etching "The 
Wedding" signed Ira Moskevitz and 
numbered, and a framed lithograph 
signed Lavinia and numbered  

445 Three prints, one is framed  

446 Framed oil on canvas "Poppies"  

447 Framed Tarkay reproduction  

448 Victorian walnut framed mirror 
with gilt liner  

449 Pair of lamps  

450 Six piece mahogany bedroom set 
by Collezione Europa  

451 Bridge lamp  

452 Shelving unit with one drawer  

453 Torchiere  

454 Cherry credenza  

455 Lamp  

456 Brass stag  

457 Carriage style mantle clock by 
Valley Forge  

458 Floor lamp  

459 Pair of Mid C Modern style club 
swivel chairs  

460 Mother and child figurine on base  

460A Concrete bench  

461 Chinese lamp  

461A Hand tied throw rug  

462 Slipper chair with tufted back by 
Henredon. Shoo beck Collection  

463 Approx. 3' x 6' hand tied Bokara  

464 Hand tied runner rug  

465 Hand tied runner rug  

465A Nine piece dinette set with two 
leaves  

466 Approx. 7' x 10' hand tied Persian 
carpet. Heriz  

467 Hand tied Chinese rug  

468 Leather sofa and matching 
loveseat  

469 Omitted  

470 Four piece leather living room set  

471 Leather recliner by American 
furniture  

472 Oversized leather armchair  

473 Four piece bedroom set by 
Kincaid  

474 seven piece dining room set with 
one leaf  

475 Two piece cherry highboy by 
Drexel  

476 Set of eight mesh and aluminum 
stools  

477 Leather recliner  

478 Cherry display case with one 
drawer  

479 Rocking chair  

480 Oak rocking chair  



481 Oak pedestal  

482 Cherry display case with one 
drawer  

483 Two light swing arm floor lamp  

484 Banded server  

485 Two piece iron garden ern  

486 Oak Hoosier cabinet with 
hoppers  

487 Set of eight mesh and aluminum 
stools  

488 Paint decorated pedestal with 
storage  

489 banded mahogany coffee table 
with ball and claw feet  

490 Cherry bed steps from Bombay 
Company  

491 Full size tufted headboard  

492 Queen size cherry bed  

493 Triple dresser and mirror   

494 Pair of lamps  

495 A gilt framed beveled mirror  

496 Three piece brass and glass 
living room set  

497 A rocking horse  

498 A pair of aluminum swivel stools  

499 Omitted  

500 Jewelry cabinet  

501 Jewelry cabinet  

502 A pair of framed leaded glass 
windows  

503 Cabinet with pigeon holes   

504 A sewing machine  

505 Horse pull-toy on wheels  

506 A scale with copper pan and 
weights  

507 An Oak "Spirit of Saint Lewis" 
style radio  

508 Decorative flower cart and an iron 
fruit basket  

509 J & P spool cabinet  

510 Doll chair and a bird cage/tilt top 
pie crust doll table  

511 Kitchenaid Mixer  

512 Hot Cheese Nachos machine  

513 Torchiere glass shade  

514 Two trough tables and a two 
tiered table  

515 A game table  

516 Two piece cherry bedroom set 
Councill poster bed  

517 Drum set by First Act  

518 One lot of lamps  

519 Kitchenaid mixer with 
attachments  

520 A lamp and set of brass fireplace 
tools  

521 Sony DVD player, Integra sound 
system, etc.  

522 A pair of brass andirons  

523 Singer Heavy Duty sewing 
machine  

524 American Standard spigot set  

525 Youth chair, whirly-gig,   

526 Cuisinart Steam and Convection 
Oven  

527 A framed print and a stool  

528 Two fans/heaters  



529 A coffee table, and a office chair  

530 A throw rug  

531 A pair of wood and upholstered 
side chairs  

532 28 office chairs  

533 Bike  

534 Bike  

535 A three piece cherry living room 
set and cork board  

536 Two scooters  

537 A pine bed  

538 A pair of planter stands  

539 A campaign style desk  

540 Pick-up truck toolbox  

541 A Buck saw  

542 Garden whirly gig  

543 A miter box, Coleman lantern, 
etc.  

544 Karcher power washer  

545 Chiminea outdoor fireplace  

546 Two patio umbrellas, etc.  

547 A jogging stroller  

548 Chest of drawers and a latter 
back chair  

549 Two door cabinet  

550 Whirlpool Gold refrigerator  

551 Two office chairs  

552 Whirlpool dorm size refrigerator  

553 Contemporary glass-top table  

554 Bleached Oak bedroom set  

555 A coffee table with a lift top  

556 Two cherry Queen Ann style 
desks  

557 Framed Oil on Canvas and a 
print  

 


